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1 Introduction
Federated learning allows a central
server to train a machine learning model
on different machines (clients) while
keeping the training data used by the
clients private [3]. A model is sent out to
different clients, they train this model and
send their updates back, these are the
aggravated. In this project, it is used to
train a natural language classifier.
There is a threat against this kind of
learning: a backdoor attack. Here, an
adversary tries to make the model output
a chosen label when a specific input is
presented, without disrupting the general
task when the input is not present [2]. A
specific case which is used in this project
is edge case attacks here, the input that
triggers the malicious behavior is sparely
present in the genuine training data [5].
An existing defense against this is
differential privacy [5], it works by
clipping the updates received when they
exceed a given threshold and then adding
Gaussian noise to the aggravated model.
The parameters that influence the
performance of differential privacy are
the threshold used, and the standard
deviation used to add the Gaussian noise.
When the standard deviation is relatively
small, this defense is called weakDP [4].
The data provided to the clients can be
i.i.d. (independent identically distributed)
here every client gets about the same
amount of samples, and the classes of
their targets are about evenly distributed.
With non-i.i.d. both the amount of
samples as in what class these samples
lay is more unevenly distributed. Real life
data is often non-i.i.d. [1]. This non-i.i.d.
can be achieved with a heterogeneous
Dirichlet distribution [6], a parameter β
decides how uneven the data is
distributed.

Research Question
How can Weak Differential Privacy provide a
defense against backdoor attacks on a lan-
guage processing federated learning model
that is trained with non-i.i.d.?

2 method
Execute a backdoor attack on a federated
learning model training a natural language
processing classifier with weakDP as its
defense, with different parameters for the
distribution of data and weakDP. All
permutations of these parameters were
tried:

β for a heterogeneous Dirichlet
distribution: 0.5, 1, and 2
A threshold of 0.5, 1 and 2
A standard deviation of 0.01 and 0.05

The results were evaluated based on the
main task performance and backdoor
performance compared to each other and a
model trained with no defense.

3 Results

Main task accuracy of running weakdp with
threshold (th) of 0.5 and 2 in combination
with standard deviation (std) of 0.01 and
0.05, β = 2 was used in the heterogeneous
Dirichlet distribution. A rolling mean of 20
was used to improve the visibility of the
results.

Backdoor accuracy comparison between no
defense, weakDP with a threshold of 2,
weakDP with a threshold of 1, and weakDP
with a threshold of 0.5. A standard deviation
of 0.01 was used for both weakDP tries,
β = 0.5 was used in the heterogeneous
Dirichlet distribution.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, on this specific dataset 1 with
the non-i.i.d. training of the specific model
we used, a threshold of 0.5 and a standard
deviation of 0.01 worked the best. Future
work Further research is need to find out if
these values are also the best when a
different dataset or model is used. A
different distribution might also affect the
results.

Gitlab
The code used can be found in this github:
https://github.com/
QuintenVanOpstal/OOD_
Federated_Learning.git.
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